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STOCHASTIC AREA FOR BROWNIAN MOTION
ON THE SIERPINSKI GASKET
By B. M. Hambly1 and T. J. Lyons2
University of Edinburgh and Imperial College, London
We construct a Lévy stochastic area for Brownian motion on the Sierpinski gasket. The standard approach via Itô integrals fails because this
diffusion has sample paths which are far rougher than those of semimartingales. We thus provide an example demonstrating the restrictions of the
semimartingale framework. As a consequence of the existence of the area
one has a stochastic calculus and can solve stochastic differential equations
driven by Brownian motion on the Sierpinski gasket.

1. Introduction. The trajectories of Brownian motion on the Sierpinski
gasket are rougher than their classical counterparts and do not constitute a
semimartingale in the usual coordinate chart. Nonetheless we will prove here
that the analogue of Lévy’s area process still exists and that the Brownian
path, together with this area, has finite homogeneous p-variation for any p >
log 5/log 2 > 2.
Our motivation for constructing the Lévy area for this class of processes
and establishing its p-variation lies in the pivotal role an area process plays
in the interpretation and solution of differential equations of the form
(1.1)

dYt =

K

i=1

fi Yt  dXit

Y0 = y

1.1. Background. If X is a smooth path and the vector fields fi are Lipschitz, then (1.1) can be interpreted classically and possesses a unique smooth
solution Y. We will refer to this functional X → Y as the Itô functional.
For at least two generations, probabilists have been interested in widening
the class of X for which the Itô functional is defined. The extension is trivial
in the case where K = 1 or the vector fields commute and can be dismissed
as uninteresting, for in this special case the Itô functional is continuous in
the uniform topology. Extension in the general case of noncommuting vector
fields is a quite different sort of problem, and one must overcome some serious
obstructions.
Itô provided the most celebrated and most important achievements in this
direction by regarding (1.1) as an identity relating random variables. Exploiting his integration theory, he proved the existence and uniqueness of a random
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process Y solving the equation whenever X was a semimartingale (or with law
a measure absolutely continuous with respect to a semimartingale measure).
In this case one can readily show that Y is also a semimartingale.
Now, [6] and [7] prove that the classical solutions to (1.1), obtained by taking dyadic polygonal interpolations to the Brownian motion, converge almost
surely to the Stratonovich solution (which usually requires construction using
the Itô technology). This provides a reasonable approach to extending the Itô
functional from smooth paths to Brownian and more generally semimartingale
paths.
However, this Itô–Stratonovich extension is certainly not a continuous extension, and has certain problems associated with it:
1. one can prove that for any norm on path space which is small enough to
carry Wiener measure the functional is discontinuous almost surely;
2. it is probabilistic and relies on Itô calculus and its extension to semimartingales.
In particular, the lack of pathwise definition creates problems of interpretation, and a priori the null set of problem paths may depend on the equations
making the construction of flows difficult. There seemed to be little scope to
extend the theory beyond the semimartingale setting.
In [3] one of the authors sets out a deterministic approach to the interpretation and solution of equations such as (1.1) in the case where Xt is a rough
path. The main conclusion of that paper was that there were relatively simple metrics on the space of smooth paths for which (1.1) defines a uniformly
continuous function and for which the completion can be described concretely.
Loosely, the smoothness of a path is measured in terms of p-variation, and for
every p ≥ 1 the Itô functional is continuous. For p > 2 the completion contains
in its support Wiener measure. The essential difference from earlier work is
that the approach becomes increasingly nonlinear with increasing p and is
already nonlinear when p = 2. The completion comprises enhanced paths.
For 3 > p ≥ 2 the nonlinearity is quadratic. The Ito–Stratonovich equation is
a continuous function of a Brownian path and its Lévy area taken as a pair.
In this paper, we show that Brownian motion on the Sierpinski gasket is
a second nontrivial stochastic model to fit the approach introduced in [3] so
that there is always a natural solution to (1.1). Our approach is to construct
a Lévy area for this process and to establish the appropriate Hölder bounds,
after which it fits the hypotheses of [3]. To us it is an interesting example; it
is definitely too rough to be a semimartingale and so classical approaches are
not available, but still the deterministic approach yields a result. It is also
provocative, as there are a number of variations on the theme of diffusions on
fractals, and simply looking at area will not suffice to deal with all of them.
(We do not explore this question further in the current paper.)
1.2. Why Lévy area. The technical aspects of this paper are devoted entirely toward constructing and analyzing Lévy area for Brownian motion on
the Sierpinski gasket. However, in this section we explain briefly, but reason-
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ably precisely, a simple special case of the theorem in [3] so the reader can
understand how the parts fit together.
Definition 1.1. Let Xt be a smooth path, and consider the chordal area
process
 
Ast X = 12
dXiu1 dXju2 − dXju1 dXiu2
s t ∈ 0 L
s<u1 <u2 <t

The path Xt is said to have finite p-variation if for every s t ⊂ 0 L one has




Xt − Xt p + At t p/2 < ∞
ωs t =
sup
i+1
i
i i+1
⺔ = s≤···≤ti <ti+1 ≤···≤t i

i

It is said to be regular if ω is continuous and zero on the diagonal.
Definition 1.2. The path has regular p-variation controlled by νs t if ν
is continuous, is zero on the diagonal and satisfies νs u + νu t ≤ νs t for
u ∈ s t and if
ω<ν
The definition above gives a way to talk about paths being close.
n

Definition 1.3. A sequence of smooth paths Xt is ν-Cauchy if all the
paths are controlled by ν, and if for each ε > 0 there is an N such that, for
all m n > N,

 n
  m
m p
 Xt − Xn
ε>
sup
− Xti+1 − Xti 
ti
i+1
⺔ = s≤···≤ti <ti+1 ≤···≤t

i

 n
+ At t
i

i

i+1

−

m p/2
Ati ti+1 



n

Theorem 1.4. If 3 > p ≥ 2, the sequence Xt is ν-cauchy, and if the vector
fields are Lipschitz of smoothness γ > p, then the sequence of solutions Yn to
the equations driven by Xn is also Cν-Cauchy for some constant C > 1.
The approach is graded and for smoother vector fields can handle rougher
paths. The full result shows that the solution can be defined as a uniformly
continuous function in a p-variation norm involving the first p iterated integrals of X. The classical Itô–Stratonovich equation can be recovered by
applying this functional to the Brownian path together with its Lévy area.
Consider the polygonal approximations used by Lévy and Cieselski in their
construction of Brownian motion [2], the nth of which agrees with the path at
the times k/2n and interpolates linearly in between. With probability 1, this
sequence of polygonal paths converges in the p-variation metric to Brownian
motion, and moreover [5] the area processes associated with the polygonal
paths converge to the Lévy area in the appropriate topology.
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Therefore we have convergence of the solutions to (1.1) obtained when these
polygonal paths successively take the role of the driving term Xt (and by the
results of [6] and [7] we can identify this natural extension of (1.1) with the
Stratonovich solution).
This paper establishes a result equivalent to that of Lévy for Brownian
motion, and consequently fits into the framework in the same simple way.
1.3. Conclusion. This approach to defining and solving Stratonovich differential equations does not go via the conventional semimartingale approach
[4]—and offers hope that one could study other classes of Markov processes
in similar ways. Brownian motion on the Sierpinski gasket seems an appropriate simple example to study. It is rougher than classical Brownian motion
but still has variation less than 3. It has natural polygonal approximations,
obtained by considering its trace on the natural graph approximations to the
gasket. One could consider a differential equation driven by these successive
polygonal approximations and ask if the solutions converged as the level of
the approximation increases. To prove this it suffices to show that, with probability 1, the polygonal approximations and their area processes both converge
in the appropriate p-variation metric.
This paper establishes that this is the case. With probability 1 we construct
a natural area process associated with Brownian motion on the Sierpinski
gasket and show that it and the underlying path have finite p-variation. Hence
we show that, almost surely, the pair satisfy the hypotheses for solving (1.1);
the equation has meaning and a unique solution. In addition we study the tail
behavior of this new Lévy area.
The construction does involve a semimartingale—but with respect to the
σ-field associated with revealing the level n trace of the path, not the filtration
which observes the path up to time t. The argument is a mixture of cancellation
and careful accumulation of terms to avoid interference.
2. Preliminaries for the Sierpinski gasket. The Sierpinski gasket is
a fractal subset of R2 formed as the √
fixed point of a set of contraction maps.
Let a1 = 0 0, a2 = 1 0, a3 =  12 3/2. We write G0 for a1 a2 a3 , the
set of three vertices, and A0 for the closed convex triangle with vertices G0 .
Let ψi i = 1 2 3 be the contraction given by ψi x = 12 x + ai . For any set
A ⊂ R2 we set
"A =

3

i=1

ψi A

and
"n A = ""n−1 A
Initially let Gn = "n G0  and An = "n A0 . The Sierpinski gasket G is the
fixed point of the sequence of mappings "G = G.
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By inverting the contraction ψ1 the fractal can be extended to infinity. We
now set Gn = ψ−n
1 Gn  and form
G∞ =

∞


Gn

n=0

We will use G∞ for the union of this set with its reflection in the y-axis.
We will now modify the definition of Gn by setting Gn = 2−n G∞ , so creating
a ψ-invariant structure. Let G∞ = n Gn and the infinite Sierpinski gasket
G = clG∞ .
Take G0 to be the graph with vertices G0 , where two vertices x y are
connected by an edge if x − y = 1 and the line segment joining x y is in
G. Further define Gn = 2−n G0 to be the n-level graph. In this way Gn is an
infinite graph in which connected vertices on level n are 2−n apart and each
vertex has four neighbors. Every edge in Gn is the edge of a unique triangle of
edge length 2−n whose interior contains elements of Gn+1 . It also forms part of
the boundary of a unique triangular component of the compliment of G which
we will refer to as the complimentary triangle associated with the edge.
We can orient the edges of the graph Gn . Define a function σxy on directed
edges x y taking only the values ±1, by setting σxy = 1 if, traversing the
edge x y from x to y, one finds the neighboring complimentary triangle on
the left, and σxy = −1 if it is on the right.
Lemma 2.1. If the edges of the graph Gn are assigned this orientation, then
the sum of the orientations on each edge at any vertex will be 0.
Proof. By observing the reflection symmetry in the y-axis the sum must
be zero at the origin. Using only rotations and translations, any vertex and its
two neighboring triangles in the structure can be mapped to the origin and
its neighboring triangles. This does not change any orientation, or the sum,
and hence the sum must be zero at any vertex. ✷
In [1], Barlow and Perkins constructed a continuous strong Markov process
Xt on G, and due to its uniqueness with respect to local isometries it is now
called the Brownian motion on G. We will need to consider the path of this
process started from an arbitrary point x and use a polygonal approximation
formed as the trace of the path on Gn . In order to do this we define the
following sequence of stopping times:
Tn0 = inf t ≥ 0 Xt ∈ Gn 
Tni = inf t > Tni−1 Xt ∈ Gn \ XTni−1 

i>0

The positions of the process at each of the stopping times are written xni =
XTni , and this allows us to define a filtration as the trace of the path on Gn ,
⺖n = σxni i ≥ 0
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The path of the random walk approximation to the process on Gn is contained
in this filtration. We may extend the trace to a continuous path using linear
interpolation,
xns = i + 1 − sxni + s − ixni+1

i<s<i+1 0≤i

Clearly xni − Xτt  < 2−n for some appropriate piecewise smooth reparameterization of time.
Remark 2.2. The trace of the path can be constructed in a variety of apparently different ways. For example, one might consider the sequence of times
corresponding to last exits:
T̃n0 = sup t ≤ T Xt ∈ Gn 
T̃ni = sup t < T̃ni−1 Xt ∈ Gn \ XT̃ni−1 

i > 0

then xnI−i = XT̃ni , where I = # i T̃ni > −∞.
The paths xn+1 and xn agree at the vertices in the path xn . In the filtration
⺖n the polygonal path xn+1 consists of a sequence of independent copies of
a rescaled path on a basic domain ⺓ (see Figure 1), for each edge traversed
by xn .
n n+r
As the paths are nested we let φi
be the index for the level n + r path
corresponding to i on the level n path,
xni = xn+r
n n+r
φ

i=1

i

n n+r

n n+r

−φi−1 are independent and identically distributed random variThen φi
n n+1
n n+1
− φi−1 has the distribution of the number of steps Z a simables and φi
ple random walk takes to exit the domain ⺓ when started at p (see Figure 1).

B

C

A

p
Fig. 1.

The basic domain ⺓ .

D
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Theorem 2.3 [1]. The random variable Z has probability generating function
fu = EuZ =

u2
4 − 3u

m m+n

m m+n

and, for a fixed m, Zn  n ≥ 0 = φi
− φi−1
 n ≥ 0 is a Galton–
Watson process with offspring distribution given by Z.
Thus the number of steps in the level n path can be regarded as a supercritical Galton–Watson process. This branching process has an associated
martingale.
Theorem 2.4 [1]. Zm 5−m is a martingale and Zm 5−m → W a.s. and in L2 .
The random variable W represents the time taken by the limiting continuous Brownian path to traverse the unit triangle.
Lemma 2.5. The moments EWk < ∞ for all k > 0.
Proof. We know Z has an exponential tail; precisely the explicit
form of the generating function for the Galton–Watson process shows
that E expλZ < ∞ for λ < ln 43 . From the functional equation for φθ =
Eexp−θW,
φ5θ = fφθ
it is easy to see that W also has an exponential tail. Hence we have the
existence of all the moments. ✷
3. Constructing a stochastic area. Suppose xt , t ∈ 0 L , is a piecewise
smooth path in R2 . Then, as in Definition 1.1, the two-parameter process
 
Ast x = 12
dx1u1 dx2u2 − dx2u1 dx1u2
s t ∈ 0 L
s<u1 <u2 <t

is called the area process associated with x. Consider the closed directed curve
→
defined by xu , u ∈ s t , and the chord −
x−
t xs . The area it encloses is precisely
Ast x providing orientation and multiplicity are taken into account.
Note that Ax is dependent on the geometry of the path x and not on the
speed of passage, so that if τt is a continuous time change,
As t x ◦ τ = Aτs

τt x

Let Xt , t < ∞, be Brownian motion on G. Recall that xni i ≥ 0 is the
trace of Xt on Gn and that we may produce a piecewise linear function by
interpolation. From [1] it is known that, with probability 1, xn5n t → Xt locally
uniformly, and so one approach to defining Ast X would be to prove that
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A5n s 5n t xn  converges. However, constructing Ast x directly is a little awkward because the coupling of xn xn+1 is far better understood on a certain
random time interval.
n n+m
Recall that xni is a simple random walk on Gn and that φi
embeds xni
n+m
as the Gn trace of xi . Our initial intention is to prove that
lim Aφni n+m φnj n+m xm 

m→∞

exists in a well-behaved way. In other words we compute the “area” of Xt
between the ith and jth visit to the set Gn By doing this simultaneously for
all i, j and n we are quite close to constructing Ast X for all s t. If we prove
that the paths xn Axn  converge in p-variation norm, then we will have
successfully constructed Ast for all s t.
Now fix attention on the path Xt during its first passage from one site in G0
0 n
0 n
to another. We have the successive approximations xnu , where φ0 < u < φ1 .
n
n
n
Let A = Aφ0 n φ0 n xu . We study the convergence of A ; rescaling will give us
0
1
the behavior of the areas on other intervals.
Now A0 = 0 so An = nj=1 Aj − Aj−1 . Ignoring the special shape of Gn for
the moment, one has the schematic picture shown in Figure 2.
At each stage the difference between the areas of the two polygons can be
expressed as a sum:
An+1 − An =

Zn −1



i=0

Aφn n+1 φn n+1 xn+1 
i

i+1

where Zn is the number of intervals between points of the trace xn (and 1
less than the number of points). Each of the terms in the right-hand side
represents the area of one of the shaded regions in the figure.
Recall that σxy is an anticlockwise orientation for the graph Gn .
Lemma 3.1.

The random variables
ηi

n

= σxni xni+1 22n Aφn n+1 φn n+1 xn+1 
i

i+1

are independent over i and identically distributed for all i n.

x ni

x n+1

xn

Fig. 2.

x ni-1

The increase in area due to the addition of rescaled paths.
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Proof. The points xni xni+1 are adjacent points in Gn ; fix the connected
component ⺓ of xni in Gn+1 \Gn \ xni . Up to a rotation by a multiple of 60◦
one has the situation of Figure 1 where xni+1 is one of the four vertices in
Gn labelled A, B, C or D in Figure 1. We have already remarked that the
n n+1
n n+1
random variables Zi + 1 = φi+1 − φi
are independent and identically
n n+1
n n+1
distributed given ⺖n for X0 ∈ G0 . Also that xn+1
< j < φi+1 , given
j , φi
⺖n , is a simple random walk yj j ≥ 0 on ⺓ conditioned to leave ⺓ at xni+1 ,
and independent of the process interpolating xnk xnk+1 , k = i.
From these observations we just need to determine the area associated with
the walk y. Now the rotation of ⺓ does not change A0Z y and rescaling ⺓
by 2n , to be of unit edge size, does not affect the process at all, but involves a
scaling of the area by 22n .
Thus σxni xni+1 22n Aφni φni+1 xn+1  are clearly independent given ⺖n and have one
of at most four apparently distinct distributions according to whether xni+1 is
A, B, C or D after the rotation.
The path starting from p makes a number of loops back to p, each one
contained in one of the triangles, followed by a single terminal excursion. The
area generated by this path is the sum of contributions from each loop and
from the final excursion. If we regard ⺓ as a pair of rigid triangles hinged
at p, then we can rotate each triangle through 30◦ so as to achieve a figure with horizontal and vertical reflection symmetry. As each loop is wholly
contained within a single triangle, this transformation leaves the area process
unchanged. Exploiting this symmetry it is clear that if Ax is the law of the area
(on the unit fractal) given the process yj j ≥ 0 quits ⺓ at x ∈ A B C D,
then AA = −AD in distribution, and similarly that AB = −AC , AA = −AB ,
AC = −AD
Now σxni A = σxni C = 1 and σxni B = σxni D = −1 the result follows. ✷
Our idea for constructing A∞ is to prove that An is a semimartingale with
respect to ⺖n and, by controlling the mean and variance of the increments
An+1 − An , to establish that the semimartingale is convergent.
Theorem 3.2.

The area lim An = A exists; the convergence is in every Lp

Proof. Consider the Doob–Meyer decomposition of the semimartingale An :
(3.1)

lim An =

n→∞

∞

0

∞
 

An+1 − An − E An+1 − An  ⺖n +
EAn+1 − An  ⺖n 
0

For the martingale part we are able to characterize the appropriate bracket
process precisely in terms of the Galton–Watson process. Writing σi for σxi xi+1
and ηi for ηi n so that σi ηi 2−2n = Aφn n+1 φn n+1 xn+1 , recall that
i

An+1 − An =

i+1

Zn −1



j=0

σj ηj 2−2n
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Hence
n −1
 Z

σj Eηj 2−2n
E An+1 − An ⺖n =

j=0

and we can write the bracket process as
∞


An+1 − An − EAn+1 − An ⺖n 

2

=

n=0

∞


 Zn −1


n=0

j=0

2

σj ηj − Eηj 

2−2n

Observing that σj = ±1 and writing Yj = ηj − Eηj , we have that
Nk =

k−1

j=0

σj Y j

is a discrete stochastic integral. We can write, using the Burkholder and triangle inequalities, that, for p > 2,

∞
∞

 −i 2 1/2


An+1 − An − E An+1 − An  ⺖n
≤ cp
16 NZi
m

p


≤ cp

m

∞

m

p

16−i NZi 2p

1/2

Controlling N by its bracket we have, by the inequality of Burkholder,
NZi 2p ≤ cp N Zi p/2
  Zi −1
 
 2 p/2 2/p
≤ cp E
Yj
j=0

≤ c p 5i W ∗

i −1
1 Z
Y2
Zi j=0 j

p/2

for all i ≥ m, where W∗ = supn Zn 5−n is the maximal random variable. Finally,
by the Lp -version of the strong law of large numbers and the Lp -maximum
inequality,
∞

∞

 −4 n 1/2

 n+1
n+1
n
n
p/2 1/p
−A −E A
− A  ⺖n
≤ Cp EW 
2 5
A
m

p

m

For the bounded variation part, as Zn /5n is a convergent martingale with
a nonzero limit W there is an apparent danger that the second term in
j
(3.1) might diverge. However, if we look at the sequence Sj = 0 σi , then
Sj is a simple random walk (however, be cautious, this is not true if, e.g.,
one conditions by ⺖1 . Thus it can be controlled, Sj  ≤ Kj1/2 ψj, where

ψj = log logj + 2 and K is a positive random variable with an exponential tail independent of j.
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Using this the bounded variation part can be controlled by
∞
∞




n+1
n

 ≤ Eη 4−n Kn Zn ψZn 
EA
(3.2)
−
A


⺖
n


m

m

where the Kn are distributed like K but need not be independent. Since Zn ≤
5n W∗ and ψ is slowly varying, the right-hand side of (3.2) converges strongly
and is of order
 5 −m/2 √
K̃ W∗ ψW∗ 
16

−n
Kn 5n/2 log n.
where K̃ = ∞
n 4
As all moments of W are finite by Lemma 2.5 it follows easily that our area
process converges, and in fact there are rather strong controls. ✷
We close this section with a lemma concerning the behavior of the area in
a basic domain ⺓ .
Lemma 3.3. The Laplace transform Lθ = E exp−θA1  of the area A1
generated by the random walk on G1 is given by
Lθ =

√
√
√
√
3θ/8
4e−3 3θ/16 + 3e− 3θ/8 + 8e− 3θ/16 + 15
√
√
√
−2 √
e− 3θ/4 + 6e−3 3θ/16 − 74e− 3θ/8 + 6e− 3θ/16 + 1

e−

Proof. The area A1 is generated
√ by a random walk on G1 . The area increment at each step is a multiple of 3/16, the area of a triangle in G1 . By the
symmetry of the four boundary points we need only consider the exit process
from any one of them. We can derive a set of equations by conditioning on the
first step of the random walk on G1 . Let La θ = Eexp−θA1 X0 = a and
write Na for the vertices of G1 which are neighbors of a in the graph. Then

La θ =
pab Lb θ exp−θA01 
∀a∈⺓
b∈Na

For the first level gasket we obtain seven equations in seven unknowns which
we solve to give the result. ✷
We can write L̃θ for the Laplace transform of η1 = σ1 4A1 . This is equivalent to the symmetrized version of the transform which can be written as
√
√
√
8 cosh 3θ/43 + 3 cosh 3θ/42 − 2 cosh 3θ/4 + 6
L̃θ = −
√
√
cosh 3θ/42 + 3 cosh 3θ/4 − 19
The form of the Laplace transform shows that the
for θ  ≤ θ0 = 4 1587
scaled and symmetrized area random variable η1 has an exponential tail.
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4. Area between an arbitrary pair of times and finite p-variation.
Consider a path of our underlying continuous process Xt t ∈ 0 T . We
wish to establish the existence of a real-valued process As t , which we will
call the area process, and show that
−−−−−−→
As u = As t + At u + Area Xs Xt Xu
(4.1)
−−−−−−→
where AreaXs Xt Xu  = 12 Xt − Xs Xu − Xt is the area of the oriented
triangle defined by the three points in the path, and that Xt As t  has finite
p-variation. That is to say if ⺔ = s ≤ · · · ≤ ti < ti+1 ≤ · · · ≤ t is a partition
of s t , then


sup Xti+1 − Xti p +
Ati ti+1 p/2 < ∞
⺔

i

i

The p-variation of a path over an interval is independent of the parameterization of the path within the interval and so we can be flexible about the
naming of our intervals. If xnt are the coupled random walks we defined previously, linearly interpolated so as to be piecewise linear paths progressing at
n n+m
speed 5−n along the graph Gn , the functions φi
identify the corresponding
times at the different levels so that
xni = xn+m
n n+m
φ
i

and the limiting path Xt = lim xn5n t . The connection between the time of the
ith move on the piecewise linear path at level n and the time scale of the
limiting path Xt is given by
ti

n

n n+m

= lim 5−n−m φi
m→∞

The partitions ti n ∞
i=0 are successive refinements of the interval 0 T and
grow in total number like 5n T. We will be concerned with the maximum number of time intervals tj n+m j = 1 2
, into which an interval ti n splits.
An easy Borel–Cantelli argument shows that there is a random constant C
n n+1
such that for all n one has maxi φi
< nC; of course the mean number
n n+1
is 5
φi
We have already established the existence of an area process Ati n ti+1 n defined separately for each n and satisfying the algebraic relationship (4.1) to
Xt of an area process at the times that the process is defined.
We can now define As t for any interval J = s t in 0 t1 0 . Partition the
interval into disjoint intervals of the type ti n ti+1 n as follows: vary i n
and include in the partition exactly those intervals of the type ti n ti+1 n
which are contained in J and which are maximal with respect to inclusion.
An interval is said to be maximal if it is not contained in any other interval
tj m tj+1 m ⊂ J Label the intervals Jr n in the partition sequentially according to their level. For simplicity let tk k=+∞
k=−∞ denote the partition of s t
defined by the endpoints of the intervals.
We can now make a rigorous definition of the area process for all times, and
establish p-variation estimates. Let zu be the piecewise linear function on
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s t that agrees with X at the times tk . Then the algebraic property of the
area process forces the relation
Atk

tl

j=l−1



=

j=k
j=l−1



=

j=k

At j

tj+1

+

1
2

At j

tj+1

+

1
2



dzu1  dzu2 

tk <u1 <u2 <tl





k≤j1 <j2 <l

Xtj

− Xtj Xtj

1 +1

2 +1

1

− X tj



2

and providing we are able to take the limits then continuity forces us to the
conclusion that
(4.2)

As t =

j=+∞



j=−∞

Atj

tj+1

+

1
2





−∞<j1 <j2 <∞

Xt j

1 +1

− Xtj Xtj

− X tj

2 +1

1



2

where in general it would be unreasonable to expect the sums in the righthand expression to be well defined. However, in our case, the series will be
absolutely convergent because the time intervals are carefully chosen. Observe
that



 
 Xt
− Xt Xt
− Xt  ≤ Xt
− Xt  Xt
− Xt 
j1 +1

j1

j2 +1

j2

j1 +1

j1

and hence
1
2





−∞<j1 <j2 <∞

Xt j

1 +1

− Xtj Xtj
1

We have


As t p/2 ≤ 2p/2−1

 j=+∞
 
At
j=−∞

2 +1

− X tj

2

p/2

j



tj+1




1
2

≤





j2 +1

j2


Xt


− X tj 

−∞<j<∞

2

j+1

 j=+∞

 p
 


+
Xtj+1 − Xtj
1
2

j=−∞

For ei i ≥ 0, ei ∈ R+ , we have a reverse Hölder inequality:
 ∞

 ∞ q
∞
 −γ/q−1 q−1 

i
iγ ei q ≥
ei
i=1

i=1

i=1

Now grouping our intervals according to the level and applying the reverse
Hölder inequality with q = p/2 and en = r AJr n , r XJr n  we have that,
providing p > 2 and γ > p − 1,
 ∞



∞
 p/2

 −γ/p/2−1 p/2−1 
AJ 
n
nγ
AJ p/2 ≤ 2p/2−1
r n
+

1
2



n=1

∞


n

−γ/p−1

p−1

n=1

r

n=1

∞

n=1

n

γ




r

p

XJr n 

As we have noted the sum r XJr n  is over at most nC terms, so
p



XJr n 
≤ c1
XJr n p np−1
r

r
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similarly for

AJr n , and hence

r

AJ p/2 ≤ cγ p C

∞ 

n=1 r

+ cγ p C


p/2
nγ np/2−1 AJr n 

∞ 

n=1 r


p
nγ np−1 XJr n 

p/2

Our estimate for AJ 
is a sum over terms associated with basic intervals
contained in J. We would like to estimate J AJ p/2 , where J ranges over
the intervals in some arbitrary partition of 0 t1 0 . We can obviously do this
by summing over all the basic intervals:

J

AJ p/2 ≤ cγ p C

∞


nγ np−1

n=1

 
At
i

i n

ti+1

n

p/2 
 + Xt

i n

ti+1

n

p 


where the right-hand side is independent of the partition. The right-hand
side is easily seen to be finite almost surely, cγ p C < ∞ almost surely,
as we mentioned earlier, and the sum has finite expectation given that p >
log 5/ log 2, as
 ∞

p/2 
p 
 γ p−1 




E
Ati n ti+1 n
n n
+ Xti n ti+1 n
n=1

i


< E A0


p/2
+ X0
t1 0 

t1

0

∞
p  
 
nγ np−1 5n 2−np
n=1

We have simultaneously proved the existence and finite p-variation of the
path X A. It is clear that it satisfies the algebraic relation of a multiplicative
functional since it must do so at every basic time pair and they are dense on
the line. We have completed the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The pair Xt As t  of the Brownian motion and its area
process have finite p-variation for all p > log 5/ log 2.
An obvious modification of this argument shows that the polygonal paths
at level n and their areas converge in p-variation to the limiting path (if given
the consistent time scales).
We conclude with estimates on the tail of the area between successive visits
to different points on G∞ and for all times.
Theorem 4.2.

For the area A0
PA0

t1

0

t1

0

there exist constants c a such that

> λ ≤ c exp−aλ

Proof. From the results in Section 3 we can estimate the area A0
A0

t1

0

=

∞ Z
n −1

n=0 i=0

σi ηi 2−2n

t1

0

by
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Thus


PA0

t1

0

> λ = P

=P

∞ Z
n −1

n=0 i=0
∞ Z
n −1

n=0 i=0

where



σi ηi 2−2n > λ
σi ηi 2−2n >

∞

n=0


bn λ

bn = 1 will be chosen later. Now
 Zn −1


σi ηi 2−2n > λbn for at least one n
PA0 t1 0 > λ ≤ P
n

i=0

≤

∞




P

n=0

Zn

i=1



σi ηi 2−2n > bn λ

We can calculate the Laplace transform of the sum by composition of generating functions. Let

 Zn −1

σi η i
Sn θ = E exp θ
i=0

Then it is easy to see that
Sn θ = fn L̃θ
where fn is the n-fold composition of f, the generating function for the Galton–
Watson process. As L̃θ is symmetric we have that by Taylor’s theorem, for
θ < θ1 = θ L̃θ = 43  ≤ θ0 ,

 Zn −1

σi ηi 2−2n > bn λ ≤ exp−θ4n bn λSn θ
P
i=0

≤ exp−θ4n bn λfn 1 + c0 θ2 
≤ exp−θ4n bn λ1 + c1 5n θ2 
√
√
Thus for an ε > 0, by choosing θ = 5−n/2 and bn = 1 − 5/4 − ε 5/4 + εn ,
we have
 Zn −1

∞


−2n
n
P
σi η i 2
>b λ
PA0 t1 0 > λ ≤
n=0

i=0

√

≤ 1 + c1  exp−1 − 5/4 − ελρn 
√

n

where ρ = 1 + ε4/ 5 > 1. As the sum is finite we obtain the required
exponential tail. ✷
For the area between two arbitrary times we can apply the same argument using the 
representation given as (4.2) and prove that the tail of the
distribution for As t is no worse than exponential.
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Consider the sum grouped according to the intervals
As t =
≤

j=+∞



j=−∞
∞


At j



n=0 r

tj+1

+

AJ r n +

1
2

1
2





−∞<j1 <j2 <∞



∞ 

n=0 r

Xt j

1 +1

− Xtj Xtj
1

2 +1

− X tj



2

2

XJr n 

Now we consider the two pieces separately. First, the sum of the areas can be
controlled by the estimate obtained in Theorem 4.2 using the same technique
of proof,
 ∞



∞



P
AJ r n > λ ≤
P
AJr n > bn λ
n=0 r

r

n=0

n n+1

.
We can estimate the number of terms at each level. Let Mn = maxi φi
Then as the terms on level n in the partition can occur at both ends of the
time interval we have

r

AJ r n ≤

2Mn −1



i=0

ηi 2−2n

We know that both Mn and ηi  have exponential tails and thus it is easy to
show the sum has the indicated tail behavior.
For the second sum, which involves the square of the path increments, we
have
 ∞
2

 ∞

√


P
XJr n  > λ = P
XJr n  > λ
n=0 r

n=0 r

As the increments are fixed by our choice of path dissection, we have
 ∞

 ∞

√
√


P
XJr n  > λ ≤ P
2Mn 2−n > λ
n=0 r

n=0

The random variables Mn each have an exponential tail, as will their weighted
sum and hence we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3.
such that

For the area As t for s t ∈ 0 t1

0

there exist constants c1 a1

√ 

PAs t > λ ≤ c1 exp −a1 λ
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